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Abstract
We investigated themetallicity of Ag- 3 ordered atomicwires close to onemonolayer (ML) coverage,
which are formed on Si(557) via self assembly. For this purposewe combined high resolution electron
energy loss spectroscopywith tunnelingmicroscopy. By extending the excess Ag coverage up to 0.6
MLon samples annealed at high temperatures where partial desorption occurs, we demonstrate that
one-dimensionalmetallicity in theAg- ×3 3 R30° ordered atomicwires on the (111)mini-
terraces originates only fromAg atoms in excess of (local)monolayer coverage, which are adsorbed
and localized at the highly stepped parts of the Si(557) surface. Thus these Ag atoms act as extrinsic
dopants on the atomic scale, causing coverage dependent subband filling and increasing localization
as a function of doping concentration. The second layer lattice gas as well as Ag islands on the (111)
terraces turn out not to be relevant as dopants.We simulated the peculiar saturation behavior within a
modified lattice gasmodel and give evidence that the preparation dependent saturation of doping is
due to changes of average terrace size and stepmorphology induced by high temperature treatment.

1. Introduction

Plasmons in low-dimensional systems are characterized by a dispersion that starts at zero excitation energy in
the longwavelength limit [1, 2] and by group velocities that are typically only of the order of 1%of the speed of
light [3, 4]. As a consequence, very short wavelengths of only a few nanometers can be reached,much shorter
than those obtained for surface plasmon polaritons, e.g. in graphene [5, 6]. Excitation and energy transfer into
thesemodes, on the other hand, is only possible in the near field of appropriate antennas, if electromagnetic
radiation is the source of excitation [7], or by charged particles like electrons, which scatter by an impact
scatteringmechanism [8]. Because of their short wavelengths, they are interesting candidates for energy transfer
and local energy transport on the nanoscale, since extreme localization comparedwith standard surface
plasmonmodes should be possible. Linear dispersion, necessary for undistorted signal transfer, can be achieved
in these systems by coupling a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)with other two- (2D) or three-dimensional
electron gases [9], as seen, e.g., for acoustic surface plasmons of Shockley type surface states on surfaces of noble
metals, [10–15], or for graphene onmetallic surfaces [16, 17].

The dispersion of the one-dimensonal electron gas is already close to linear [18] for an unshieldedwire, and
therefore particularly attractive. Investigations ofmetallic arrays of quasi-1Dwires, exhibiting quasi-linear 1D
dispersion, are still scarce. Examples are studies ofmetallic and of silicide chains onflat and stepped Si substrates
[4, 19–22]with intrinsicmetallicity.

A different situation arises when the system is semiconducting or semi-metallic. Here dopingwith atoms
acting as charge acceptors or donors is themethod generally used to enhance conductivity in such amaterial.
Indeed low energy 2Dplasmons have been found in degenerately dopedmetal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect
transistors and inGaAlAs quantumwell structures [23, 24]. In the study presented here, we show that this
concept can be extended down to the atomic scale even for quasi-1D systems. Only the dopingmechanism
becomesmore exotic. Doping nowhappens laterally and, for the example studied here, even by atoms of the
same kind, which are bound differently to the substrate than themajority.We call thismechanism extrinsic self-
doping.
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The dopingmechanismof the coverage dependent insulator-metal transition in the quasi-1D system
observed for silver adsorbed on Si(111) and on the regularly stepped Si(557) surface close tomonolayer coverage
has been under debate for several years [25–28]. As it turns out, similar toAgmonolayers onflat Si(111) [29], an
Ag- ×3 3 R30° structure ofmonolayer coverage is formed on the (111)-orientedmini- terraces for Ag/Si
(557), andmetallicity seems to be coupled to the formation of the 3 - structure on the (111)-oriented
minifacets [27]. These Agwires of single atomic height are separated by (112)-minifacets with three double-
steps, which act as non-conducting separators, so that 1Dmetallicity was observed [27]. Similar to Ag/Si(111)
[30], these wires are semi-metallic for the perfect Ag- 3 structure, but becomemetallic when extremely small
amounts of Ag are added [28], which act as self-dopants. Dopingmay be caused by a lattice gas in the second
layer on the (111)-terraces or by inhomogeneities on a surface such as defects, step edges etc. Theymay provide
binding sites with electronic properties significantly different from theflat terrace, so that the atoms bound there
become partially ionized.Herewe present a detailed study of this question, yielding a unique answer in favour of
the secondmechanism.

First we briefly summarize the present knowledge on the Ag/Si(557) system [27, 28]. If the Agmonolayers
are prepared at 500 to 520 °C, they contain a saturation density of charge carriers, but these charge carriers,
obviously coupledwith some excess coverage of Ag, can be removed by partial desorption of Ag at temperatures
around 600 °C, leaving average coverages between 0.8 and 0.9MLon the surface. As low energy electron
diffraction (LEED) profile analysis shows, the Ag- 3 structure only loses up to 20%of its intensity, but the spot
profiles remain as sharp as after preparation. In other words, the Ag layers now exist as very long 3 -ordered
strips, i.e. the length of the 3 -orderedAg strips is still of the order of 1 μm,which do not cover thewhole
surface anymore. These layers don’t exhibit any plasmonic losses, as investigated in our experiments using high
resolution electron energy loss spectroscopywith both high energy andmomentum resolution (ELS-LEED).
However, post-adsorption of tiny amounts of Ag on these layers (0.002–0.05ML) restoresmetallicity even at the
smallest controllable Ag concentrations.

While these properties just described already rule out the existence of a lattice gas in the secondAg layer as
long as the firstmonolayer is incomplete, and thus the lattice gas as the source ofmetallicity, the aimof the
present paper is to yield further insight into the dopingmechanism, which is fully compatible with ‘extrinsic’
doping by partial charge transfer fromAg atoms adsorbed on the (112)-facets outside the (111)-oriented
terraces, i.e. at the triple steps of the Si(557) surface. Carrying out tunnelingmicroscopy experiments on surfaces
prepared by different annealing steps, we find that the sensitivity of saturation concentration of charge carriers
on preparation conditions is related to changes of stepmorphology, which is fully in agreementwith themodel
of extrinsic doping of the Ag quantumwires. For amore quantitative description of this scenario, we develop an
adsorptionmodel that describes the experimentally found dependence of loss energy on excess Ag coverage. As
we also show, thismodel of extrinsic doping is capable of qualitatively explaining also the observed effect of
increasingly stronger localization as we increase the doping concentration. Reliable and precise calibration of the
Ag amount adsorbed to the level below one percent was necessary for these experiments, which is described in
detail in the Appendix. Furthermore, wewill explain in detail our procedure of data evaluation, since our EELS-
measurements have to be carried out over long times so that they are susceptible to effects by residual gas
adsorption, especially at the smallest excess concentrations of Ag.

2. Experimental details

Theplasmonsweremeasuredbyusing a combination ofhigh resolution electron loss spectrometer (EELS) as
electron source anddetector, combinedwith the electrostatic deflector of a LEED instrument, thus providing
simultaneously high energy andhighmomentum ( ∣∣k ) resolution [31, 32]. Typical operating parameterswere

25meV energy resolution and a ∣∣k resolutionof × −1.3 10 2 Å−1. Inorder to check the surface after in situ cleaning
and afterAg adsorption, SPA-LEEDpictureswere taken (SPAmeans spot profile analysis). Agwas evaporated
fromamolybdenumcrucible by electron-beamheating and the amountwas controlled by a quartzmicrobalance.
Inorder to accurately control theAgflux, thismicrobalancewas calibrated by a secondoneplaced at sample
position.This calibrationwas verifiedby calculations and testswith tunnelingmicroscopy in a separate chamber.
From these testswe estimate ourmaximumuncertainty of absolute coverages to be about 5%.The coverage is
givenwith respect to the Si(111) surface density, i.e. 1MLcorresponds to ×7.83 1014 atomsper cm2. Samples
were preparedby repeatedflash annealing to 1100 °C with a quench to 900 °C and linear cooling to 800 °C over
2min. 1.2MLAgwas evaporated on the sample held at 500 °C.This amountwas chosen to compensate for the
silver loss during thepartial desorption steps inorder to remove thedopant and to still remain close to 1ML
average coverage at the endof this procedure. In order to prepare anundoped semiconductingAg- 3 surface, we
used the annealing procedure alreadydescribed and characterized in [28].
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3. Results and discussion

3.1.Doping via adsorption of silver adatoms
Sets of typical loss spectra observed at constant Ag excess coveragewith a doping concentration close to
maximumare plotted infigure 1(a) as a function of parallelmomentum. They show the low-energy 1Dplasmon
losses. Their dispersion scales almost linearly with ∥k , as expected for a 1D system [27]. Using themeasurement
procedures described in appendix A, wewere able to completely exclude effects from the residual gas. The results
obtained here extend those obtained and described in [28]. The analysis of the spectra shown infigure 1(a), in
particular the precise determination of the peak positions of plasmonic losses, is described in appendix B.

Sample spectra as a function of Ag excess concentration, but at constant ∥k are shown infigure 1(b). For
these spectrawe have recently shown [28] that their peak positions scale with the Ag excess coverage as

∝E neloss at lowAg coverage, wherewe can safely assume that the concentration of free charge carriers, ne, is
proportional to δΘ, the Ag excess concentration. The peak positions of the loss spectra as a function of δΘ are
shown infigure 2 as a function of excess Ag coverage. Please note that these data have been normalized to the
saturation value obtained for Agmonolayers adsorbed at 500 °C taken from [27] for the various k∥ values. The
dispersion along thewires is thus eliminated by this normalization, and all data should fall on a common line.

While the data in the low doping regime (<0.030ML) agreewell with those previously published, our new
data show that there is an abrupt change in doping efficiency as a function of Ag excess concentration close to
0.035ML. At higher concentrations the loss energy still increases slowlywith increasing Ag concentration, but
even at 0.6MLof excess coverage, where large Ag islands of the second layermust already be formed, the loss
energy has only risen by an additional 30%. Intriguingly, saturation around 0.7 is obvious after doping close to
room temperature, significantly lower that the saturation concentration reached after direct adsorption of the
whole layer at 500 °C.

These findings atfirst glance still seem to be compatible with the formation of a lattice gas in the secondAg
layer on the (111) oriented terraces, as proposed by several authors for the flat Ag/Si(111) system [25, 26, 33].
Indeed, experiments have shown that silver in excess of 1ML forms a 2DEGon the 2DAg- 3 surface
[30, 34, 35], whichwas observable at low temperature. The critical coverage at room temperaturewas estimated
to be 0.03ML [33], not far from the value obtained in ourmeasurements. Indeed, silver atoms in the second
layer at room temperature are highlymobile and are thermally transported to the step edges, where theywill be
reflected or nucleate [36].

However, although the conducting part of the Ag/Si(557) system are the (111)-oriented terraces, a lattice gas
as electron donor has properties that are in obvious conflict with ourfindings for this system:

Figure 1. (a) Electron energy loss sample spectra at a constant excess coverage of 0.2MLmeasured in the direction along thewires as a
function of ∥k for the values given as parameters. The elastic peak is at loss energy zero. (b) Same for constant =∥k 0.076 Å−1 (4%BZ)
as a function of excess concentration. Spectra (log scale for intensity axis) were shifted for clarity. Primary energy: 20 eV.
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(a)The saturation density of a lattice gas is an equilibrium property and is strongly dependent on temperature.
Therefore, also our critical concentration, where the abrupt change of slope occurs, should depend on
temperature.We checked carefully, butwere not able tofind any temperature dependence of the loss spectra
in the range from100 to 400 K.

(b)Our preparation of the layers, described in detail in [28], shows thatwe can observe the loss features described
here at an average Ag coverage significantly below onemonolayer. For these lowAg concentrations a lattice
gas in the second layer would not be stable for simple thermodynamic reasons.

(c) Starting our experiments with less thanmonolayer coverage, we neverfind any indication thatwe first have to
fill up thefirstmonolayer before entering themetallic state. Instead, doping starts right awaywith the tiniest
amount of Ag added to a layer prepared by high temperature partial desorption.

(d)Doping saturation depends on the preparation method of the layers, which, as we show below, changes the
step structure on the surface. The saturation concentration of a lattice gas on the (111) terraces, however,
should not be changed by step structures.

(e) Last but not least, residual gas can also act as dopant, which clearly does not require formation of a lattice gas.

This leads us to the suggestion that doping is extrinsic with respect to the Ag-covered (111)-terraces, i.e. the
Ag atoms responsible for doping are located at the steps. As suggested by the partial desorption experiments,
these atoms are less strongly bound to the Si surface than those on the (111) terraces resulting in electron
donation to the Ag- 3 terraces. A schematic of thismodel is shown infigure 3.Here we assume that Ag atoms
landing in the second layer on theflat terraces during adsorption are not stable there, but diffuse to the facetted
areas, where they become trapped. These areas aremarked in red in the lower part offigure 3.Details will be
described in section 3.3.

3.2. Stepmorphology
The questionwhy the saturation doping level depends on the preparationmethod can be clarified comparing the
stepmorphology as obtained after preparation of amonolayer of Ag at 500 °C with that after partial desorption
of Ag at 600 °C, leaving a coverage of about 0.9MLon the (111)-terraces, as shown infigure 4.

As already shown earlier [27], the preparation of amonolayer of Ag on Si(557) at 500 °C not only forms a
monolayer of Ag- 3 on the (111)mini-terraces. These terraces are slightly larger than on the clean Si(557)
surface— the average terracewidth increases from2.9 to 3.6 nm, and the three stepswithin the (557) unit cell
are shifted closer together so that the original (112)-facet turns into a (113)-orientation. Furthermore, the step
edges form characteristic triangles,most likely because complete unit cells of the Ag- ×3 3 R30° structure
aremost stable, a condition that cannot be fulfilledwith straight steps in [11̄0]direction.

Figure 2. Loss energy versus the excess coverage of silver normalized by the loss energy atmaximumdoping for each individual value
of ∥k (saturation values taken from [27]). The normalization eliminates dispersion effects so that all data points should fall on a
common line. The plasmonwasmeasured at 4%BZ (squares) and 6% BZ (circles, 1% BZ corresponds to =∥k 0.0189Å−1) parallel to
the stepswith a primary energy of 20 eV. Thick dotted line: fit with themodel described in section 3.3. Inset: enlargement of the data
sectionmarked by black square.
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Unexpectedly, partial desorption at 600 °C not only leads to preferential desorption from the steps, as
concluded in our previous publication [28]. As now revealed by detailed STM investigations and demonstrated
infigure 4(b), the (557)-surface turns out to be unstable under these conditions. It tends to form larger (111)-
oriented terraces, which are nowbetween 7 and 10 nmwide, separated by correspondingly larger step arrays in
order tomaintain themacroscopic inclination. Furthermore, compared to the situation at 1.2ML, the steps
transform from the triangular shape back into straight sections with kinks.

This transformation of terrace and stepmorphologies has important consequences on the saturation
electron densities achievable by edge doping, and directly explains the discrepancy between saturation densities
obtained by the two different preparations justmentioned. Directly relatedwith the increasing average size of
(111) terraces, the concentration of edge sites adjacent to these terraces is reduced, as is themaximumAg
concentration per edge chain and unit length due to the straightening of the steps. If exclusively the adjacent edge
sites were effective for doping, we should observe a reduction to less than half of the effective saturation

Figure 3. Schematic (side and top views) illustrating the edge dopingmechanism. The Si(557) surface with theAg- 3 wires on the
(111)-oriented terraces is shown. The areawith doping adsorption sites ismarked in red, whereas for adsorption thewhole surface
except already occupied sites is available.

Figure 4. Stepmorphology of Ag/Si(557)monolayers by STM images taken at 40 K. (a) After preparation of 1.2ML at 500 °C. (b)
After partial desorption at 600 °C,mainly from the stepped part of the surface, with a remaining Ag- 3 coverage of 0.9ML. Clearly
visible is that the average stepwidth has roughly doubled. Inset ( ×7.4 10.4 nm2): surviving Ag- ×3 3 R30° structure on (111)
terraces. Image (a) recorded at 2 V, 150 pA, (b) 1 V, 150 pA, inset at 260 pA.
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concentration comparing our present results with those of theAg layer prepared in one step at 500 °C. This
directly demonstrates that there are also contributions fromAg covered steps further away from the terraces.

This dependence on terracewidths and stepmorphology once again, and nowmost directly, rules out the
possibility that a lattice gas is responsible for doping here.Within the lattermodel no dependence on terrace size
is expected for the saturation concentration of doping.

3.3. Fitmodel
Based on this knowledge, wewill now simulate the adsorption kinetics and the change of plasmon frequency as a
function of Ag excess coverage by using a lattice gasmodel in order to understandmore quantitatively our
experimental findings shown infigure 2.We only simulate the situationwhere the step sites are initially
uncovered and the (111) terraces are covered by a fullmonolayer of Ag. Since there are competingmodels in the
literature even for the clean Si(557)- ×(7 7) reconstructed surface [37, 38]we cannot dwell on the exact
adsorption sites of the silver dopants.Whatwe do know though is that the surface can be roughly divided into
two regions: The stepped parts and the terraces with the Ag- 3 nanowires. For the steps, we discriminate only
between those step edges adjacent to the (111)-orientedmini-terraces and all others, sincewe assume that silver
atoms diffusing on the nanowires are chemisorbed at the adjacent step edges, where they are effectively collected
before they can reach other steps. An alternative adsorption path is direct adsorption. Thismeans that the
collecting effect of the nanowire is switched off once the periphery of the step edges is completely decoratedwith
silver atoms.We further assume that an incoming silver atom that hits an already occupied adsorption site (in
thefirst layer at the step edges, in the second layer on terraces) is reflected back into vacuum, but that otherwise
the trapping probability, s, for trapping at the surface during the first encounter is the same everywhere and
constant. Sincewe are considering only the low coverage range, this assumption is ofminor importance, but it
reduces the number of parameters significantly.

Within thismodel the adsorption probability is given by:

     

Θ Θ Θ Θ Θ= − + + − −

Θ Θ= =

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
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With Θ Θ Θ= +e m we denote the density of dopants already adsorbed on the surface, Θm at themiddle and
Θe at the steps adjacent to the terraces, whereasNm,Ne,Nt andNsmark the density of all adsorption sites available
at themiddle steps, the adjacent steps, on the nanowires, and the total density ( = + +N N N Ns m e t),
respectively.H is theHeaviside step function. In this equation the first term describes direct adsorption at the
middle step, whereas the second term at adjacent steps contains both direct adsorption and the effective
collection of all Ag atoms landed onwire sitesNt, i.e. an infinite number of attempts is allowed tofind an
appropriate site at an adjacent step, without taking into accountmigration to themiddle step. This process stops
when Θe reachesNe.

The concentration of adsorbed dopants is calculated by integrating over the amount of silver offered to the
surface (M) times the adsorption probability Θ ΘP ( , )m e , solvedwith the boundary condition that for
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If we start at a non-zero level of doping, the corresponding offset can be incorporated via the transformation
→ −M M M0.
The transformation ofΘ into an energy loss works as follows: from themeasured dispersion of ∥E k n( , )e as a

function of ∥k [27] and as a function of the electron density ne ( ∝E ne ) [28] we canwrite:

Θ Θ∝∥ ∥( ) ( )E k E k M, ( ) . (4)

Weassumed that every silver atomdonates the same amount of electrons into the surface and that the
momentumdependence can be separated from the dependence on charge carrier density. Forming the relative
energy loss the proportionality constant disappears:
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Herewe introduced = +N N Nr m e.With thismodel we can quantitatively describe the observed behavior of
the concentration dependence of the plamonic loss peaks shown infigure 2. In order to understand the general
systematics, we simulated the doping dependence onAg excess coverage using various ratios N Ne r . The result is
shown infigure 5. As can be seen from thisfigure in comparisonwith figure 2, the step rise, which ends at

Θ =E E( ) 0.520 in figure 2, corresponds to a ratio of ≈N N 0.27e r and to a total excess coverage of 0.035ML.
Assuming on average 20 atomic rows per (111) terrace and the collection of all excess Ag at the two adjacent step
edges into single atomic chains, a concentration of 1/3 of the substrate density or 1 excess Ag atomper Ag- 3
unit cell and per terrace results. This concentrationwith barrier-free incorporation into the step edge
corresponds to one dopant Ag atomper Ag- 3 unit cell along each step edge. Complete saturation is then
reachedwhen the equivalent of three such chains is formed.

Interestingly, all other Ag atoms in excess of onemonolayer do apparently not contribute to the electron
density of this quasi-1D electron gas generating the low energy 1Dplasmon. In particular, this seems to be valid
for a lattice gas thatmay still be formed on the terraces, and for 2D islands formed in the second layer on the
(111) terraces or in the first layer on the stepped part of the surface.While those on the stepped parts of the
surfacemay still be semiconducting, the islands on the (111)-orientedmini-terraces are definitelymetallic. A
possible explanation for their invisibility in the range of loss energies studied heremay be their small size coupled
with awide size distribution. The small size shifts the lowest excitation to higher loss energies due to
confinement effects, while thewide size distribution smears the characteristic plasmon losses over awide energy
window.Generally these low-energy plasmonmodes have a low excitation cross section so that theymay not
have been detected.However, no systematic investigations have been carried out yet concerning this question.

3.4. Extrinsic doping: plasmon localization
The fact that the effective wirewidth depends on the conditions of preparation has interesting consequences also
for the quantumwell states seen in the directionnormal to thewires. Instead of quantumwell losses at 470 and
1170 meV in the 1.2ML layer [28] prepared at 500 °C, herewefind losses around 120 and 310 meV at saturation
doping concentration. From these findings it seems that we just have scaled down the former loss energies by
roughly a factor of four, which is to be expected in a rectangular 1Dquantumwell when the size is increased by a
factor of two. These losses, however, do not appear simultaneously in our new experiment.While the 120 meV

Figure 5. Simulated dependence of the normalized loss peak positions onAg excess concentration, using themodel of step doping (see
text) for various critical concentrationsNe.
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loss is dominant at Ag excess concentrations below 0.05ML, the loss above 250 meV (saturating at 310 meV) is
mainly seen at higher excess coverages. Therefore, this sequencemay be explained better by gradual filling of
subbands and dominant transitions from subband 1 to 2 below 3.5%MLand, after starting tofill also subbband
2, from subband 2–3 at higher excess concentrations. Only the second peak can be observed in the fully saturated
layer, whichwould correspond to a reduction factor of only 1.5 in the present case. A possible reason are further
localization effects not yet considered (see below), but present also in the broadwires. This assignment, on the
other hand, would roughly be compatible with a very shallow further loss around 700 meV in the broadwires,
clearly visible only close to saturation. This peakwould then correspond to the 1170 meV loss in the narrow
wires and to the transition between subbands →2 4.

These findings are in fact compatible with our extrinsic dopingmodel. As demonstrated by our experiments,
Ag atoms in themonolayer on (111) terracesmust bemore strongly bound than those on the step edges of the
(113) facets. This follows frompartial thermal desorption, which preferentially desorbs Ag atoms at steps and
erasesmetallicity of the remaining Ag nanowires, and from the possibility to restoremetallicity by adsorption of
arbitrarily small amounts of Ag on the semi-metallic wires. This dopingmechanism can be rationalized
assuming that theAg-5 s level at the step edges after chemisorption is located above the Fermi level of the Ag
monolayer on the (111) terraces, resulting in partial ionization of the Ag 5 s level at step edges and in electron
donation to the Agmodified S1 surface band of theAgwires after equilibration, as indicated schematically in
figure 7.

There are several interesting consequences of this scenario. Firstly, it explains the nearly constant charge
donation per Ag atomover the limited range of concentrations up to about 3.5%of amonolayer. Adatoms
located in chains not adjacent to thewires, which according to our adsorptionmodel are only accessible by
surmounting a diffusion barrier,may in addition also be less effective as charge donors. Secondly, the effective
dipole per unit length formed at the step edges results not only in charge donation to thewires, but also in band
bending at thewire edges. The size of this band bendingmust also depend on concentration. As a consequence,
the spatial electron distribution in the S1 band ismodulated by band bending, andwe expect increased
localization as a function of excess Ag concentration.

The latter effect is actually seen in our studies of quantumwell transitions normal to thewires (at =∥k 0) as a
function of Ag excess coverage shown infigure 6, which turn out to be coverage dependent. Both excitations
around 120 ± 30meV and the prominent loss at 270 meV, respectively, have a clear tendency to increase withAg
concentration. This trend can be explained by increased localization and uneven distribution of electron density
within the quantumwell due to gradual build-up of edge dipoles, as visualized by figure 7. Indeed, the optimal fit
of the dispersion for the narrowwires generated at 500 °C was obtained for awirewidths of 2.4 nm compared
with the geometrical width of 3.6 nm [39], which further supports this argumentation.

4. Summary

The systemAg- ×3 3 R30° on the stepped Si(557) provides the unique possibility to unravel the
mechanismof charge transfer into atomicwires of the Agmonolayer, which turns out to be semi-metallic. Self-
doping by adding an excess concentration of Ag to the local Ag- 3 monolayer was observed thus creating an
array of quasi 1Dmetallic wires.

Figure 6.Energetic positions of losses due to quantumwell excitationsmeasured at =∥k 0 and at various angles normal to thewires.
Only averaged data are shown. Lines are guides to the eye for variousmodels (see text).
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The dopingmechanismby self-doping due to adsorption of Ag atoms at the edges of the (111)-oriented
terraces withmonolayer coveragewasmost directly proven by discovering the variability of average terrace sizes
caused by high temperature annealing in presence of theAgmonolayer. This caused the saturation
concentration of doping to change correspondingly. Thismechanismwas further corroborated bymodelling
the adsorption process of excess Ag coverage, assuming both direct adsorption and collection of all Ag atoms
initially adsorbed in the secondAg layer at the step edges of the (113) facets. Thuswe can safely exclude a doping
mechanismby a lattice gas adsorbed in the secondAg layer.

This extrinsic dopingmechanismon the nanoscale has important consequences on the uniformity of the
confinement potential, and leads to concentration dependent further localization of the electron gaswithin the
wires.
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AppendixA.Determination and compensation for residual gas adsorption

During the doping process there are two possible error sources: first the opening time of the shutter and, second,
the uncontrolled adsorption of residual gas atoms during the doping process. In order tominimize bothwe
decided tofix the evaporation time to roughly 1minute. This was achieved via a separate calibration processes
for each doping level. The exact doping level is defined via the time between the opening and the closing of the
shutter. As it turns out, this error was always below 5%, for somemeasurements even below 1%.

The doping concentrationwas controlled via the opening time of the shutter and by the Agflux via the
evaporation temperature at the source. This temperature was adjusted so that the duration of the doping process
was always between 30 and 60 s. These adjustmentsmade it necessary tomake a separate time calibration of the
evaporator for each doping level with the positive side effect, that it was possible to get an idea of the error of the
doping process.

As alreadymentioned in [28], doping byAg competes with doping by residual gas in our case, but dopingAg
atoms already present on the surface passivate it, so that it ismost sensitive to residual gas only at the lowest doses
of excess Ag. Since our EELS scans typically take between 20 and 30 min per spectrum, this issue cannot be
neglected here. The time necessary for cooling and for doping has to be added, butmeasuring timeswere always
dominant. This time, starting right after high temperature annealing of the surface, was recorded. In order to
separate any kind of residual gas effects from those to be actuallymeasured, and in order to be able to compute a
viable error bar, wemade time dependent EELSmeasurements for each doping step in order to post-process the
data using an exponential adsorptionmodel forfilling the doping sites. Using the time stamps of the

Figure 7. (a) Schematic of partial electron donation toAgwires on (111) terrraces by Ag atoms adsorbed at step edges. As a
consequence, chains of dipoles are formed along the boundaries of thewires, resulting in band bendingwhich depends on
concentration (and size) of the dipoles. (b) Scheme of the density of states (DOS) formed by this process. Please note the bottomof
this quasi-1DDOS is smeared due to the inhomogeneity at the wire edges. (c) Sketch of the real space configuration.
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measurement and the starting point of the doping process we are able to extrapolate to an adsorbate-free surface.
An example is shown in figure 8 for anAg coverage of 0.05ML.

Appendix B.Data evaluation of EELS spectra

Herewe explicitly explain ourmethod offitting EELS spectra. It is rationalized by the experimental finding in
many examples of low-dimensionalmetallic systems, that there is always a significant increase in structureless
background once the layer becomesmetallic. In the example shown infigure 9, we compare Ag on Si(557)with
coverages close to 1ML. For the lower data set dopingwas completely removed, while for the other one doping is
close to saturation. This background outside the quasi-elastic peak is dominated by an exponential decay,
generally calledDrude tail, which varies as a function of electron energy and of detection angle ( ∥k ), but its
general form always remains. It is the resultmostly ofmultiple inelastic electron scatteringwithin themetallic
layer [40], but no analytic expression exists for it. Therefore, our approach has to be viewed as a parametrization,
which, however, can be rationalized as follows: also the low-dimensionalmetal possesses a continuumof single
andmultiple intra- and interband excitations with short life times, which, due to the large interaction of excited
electrons are alsomultiply scattered.

Since an exact analysis of all the possible combinations of excitations and the corresponding probability
could only be done via the extensive use of Feynman diagrams, we choose amuch simpler way: assuming as a

Figure 8.Time evolution of the position of the plasmon loss peak after adsorption of 0.05MLof Ag on Si(557) at =∥k 6%BZ.The
solid line is a fit assuming a fixed number of doping adsorption sites, only direct adsorptionwith a constant sticking coefficient. This
results in an exponential approach to saturation. The extrapolation to time zerowas used to identify the effect of pure Ag doping.

Figure 9. Inelastic background of Ag on Si(557) at =∥k 0 for an undoped semi-metallic layer at a coverage of 1ML (open symbols)
comparedwith that after adsorption of 1.2MLof Ag at 500 °C. Incident electron energy 20 eV.
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first approximation the formof theDrude tail to be dominated by combinations of the energetically smallest
possible intraband excitations (e.g. a non-zero energy signature can be achieved via an interband excitation as
well as by a diverging number of infinitesimally small intraband excitations), we limit ourselves to the case of
intraband excitations of infinitesimal energies and a constant excitation probability below but close to one. In
this simple picture it is clear that the probability for an arbitrary energy lossmust depend exponentially on the
number of intraband excitations needed. Summing over all possible loss energies, under the assumption that the
energy signature is Gaussian-like, one canmake the transition to an integral, if the probability of a single
intraband excitation increases with decreasing excitation energy:

∫τρ τ ρ
= − −

− −∞ ( )
f E

A y E E y
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2
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Note that E0 can also be 0, which corresponds to the loss tail of the elastic peak. ρ characterizes the intrinsic width
of the excitation atE0,A the amplitude and τ corresponds to the excitation probability of the single intraband
excitation.Using basicmathematics one can reduce the above form to:
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This exponentiallymodifiedGaussian form (EMG)with the parameters ρA, and τwas used in ourfits in order
to extract peak positions and halfwidths. An example is shown in figure 10.
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